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MODULE 3: 

STARTING-UP YOUR COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE

UNIT 1:

THE COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE DIFFERENCE



What is the Purpose of the Economy?



The classical view…

● Adam Smith, (1776). 

Wealth creation by applying natural human self-interest

● Jeremy Bentham, (1789). 

Mere utility rather than spreading happiness 

● Philip Wicksteed, (1933). 

The efficient use of immediate, impersonal relations

● Milton Friedman, (1972). 

A company's responsibility – to distribute wealth to shareholders.



“It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the 

brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but 

from their regard to their own self-interest. 

“We address ourselves not to their humanity but to 

their self-love, and never talk to them of our own 

necessities, but of their advantages.”

Adam Smith, 

An Inquiry into the Nature & Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Vol. 1



…but is this its root?

“Modern" economy Originates in the Middle Ages

● Franciscanism – managing resources for shared well-being with reciprocity.

● Humanism and the Renaissance – "good living" and solidarity

● Civil economy (Antonio Genovesi)

– public happiness, trust, reciprocity

– based on relationships, not exchange.



So what has happened?

● Mainstream economy becomes detached from 

civil economy

● Adherence to the supposed laws of economic science

● Non-profit and third sectors find there is no space 

● Anglo-Saxon region tending to separate 

Business from Philanthropy.



… and what is beginning to happen?

● The individualistic model begins to malfunction

● Theoretical limits become evident

● The Latin world seeking alternatives to 

mainstream Anglo-Saxonism.



From for-profit enterprise to 

social enterprise and community enterprise



Introduction

Social Economy is broad and ill-defined.

● Activities that generate value when focusing on 

the social purpose in any impact.

● The generation of shared well-being in all possible forms.

● No single definition and no legal characterisation.

● Here, the focus is on entrepreneurship – Social Enterprises.



A Model for Company Responsibility

MISSION 

RESPONSIBILITY

SOCIAL/ 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

RESPONSIBILITY

ECONOMIC AND 

FINANCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY



Defining Spheres of Responsibility

● Mission Responsibility: 

Ensure that company’s activities follows its purpose and reason for being

● Economic-Financial Responsibility: 

Guarantee sustainability through good management in this area

● Social-Environmental Responsibility: 

Embed respect for the legitimate requests by interlocutors –

the community and the ecosystem.



Integrated Responsibility

MISSION 

RESPONSIBILITY
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A comparison

SOCIAL 

ENTERPRISE

Mission Responsibility:

GENERATE AN INCOME TO 

REMUNERATE AN INVESTMENT

Social-

Environmental R.:

RESPECT THE 

INTERLOCUTORS’ 

INSTANCES
TRADITIONAL 

ENTERPRISE

Economical-

Financial R.:

MANAGE RELATED 

ASPECTS TO 

ENSURE 

SUSTAINABILITY

Social-

Environmental R.:

RESPECT THE 

INTERLOCUTORS’ 

INSTANCES

Mission Responsibility:

FILL A NEED OF THE 

REFERENCE CONTEXT

Economical-

Financial R.:

MANAGE RELATED 

ASPECTS TO 

ENSURE 

SUSTAINABILITY



Social enterprise: features (1)

● ENTERPRISE:

○ production of goods or 

services

○ organised on a stable 

basis

○ able to sustain itself

○ autonomous

● SOCIAL:

○ goods or services aimed 

at the common good

○ collective initiative

○ social purpose

○ coherent form of 

management



Social enterprise: features (2)

● Goals: shared well-being

● Non-profit (in whole or in part)

● Centrality of job

● Participation

● Strong relational dimension – dynamic networks

● Please note: does not depend on specific legal forms or sectors...



Social enterprise: features (2)

● It produces an added value (2 ways are possible)

The goods and/or services offered are 

a response to the needs of the territory

The ways in which goods/services are 

produced/supplied have a social value

e.g.

• An enterprise providing health care or 

social assistance.

• An educational organisation.

• An enterprise working in environmental 

defence.

e.g.

• An enterprise producing furniture that 

gives jobs to people with fewer 

opportunities.



Social Enterprise: EU definition

● Main objective is to have a social impact rather than make a profit 

for their owners or shareholders.

● Providing goods and services for the market in an entrepreneurial 

and innovative fashion.

● Social objectives.

● Managed in an open and responsible manner.

● Profits are mainly reinvested with a view to achieving this social 

objective.



Social Enterprise: EU definition (continued)

Thus, we can say that social enterprises are: 

1. Providing social services and/or goods and services 

to vulnerable persons.

2. Businesses with a method of production that has a 

social objective.

“Social Business Initiative”, Communication from the Commission to European Parliament, 25/10/2011, COM(2011) 682 Final

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2011/EN/1-2011-682-EN-F1-1.Pdf

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2011/EN/1-2011-682-EN-F1-1.Pdf


A particular type of Social Enterprise: 

Community Enterprise

"AN ENTERPRISE that does something for the community with the community“

● All the characteristics of an enterprise (in particular of a social enterprise).

● Activity generates a community benefit to a reference community.

● It presupposes a deep-rooted high level of local participation in the territory.



1. Community Benefit

● The purpose of the Community Enterprise is to produce a benefit that 

engages a specific reference community (to ALL its members, not to a 

‘subset’)

● N.B.: the community benefit, defined in relation to the community, is not 

definable per se.



Examples of community benefit (often connected in a mix)

Community benefit can be seen to arise from enterprises that:

● produce community goods or services of general interest, not 

achievable individually (e.g., energy from renewable sources);

● provide services or produce goods of collective interest not otherwise 

available in a territory

(e.g., a library/emporium/school in a territory that is devoid of it);

● enhance territorial vocations, typical products, local resources in a 

relational key (e.g., a local development agency);



Examples of community benefit (often connected in a mix)

Community benefit can also be seen to arise from enterprises that:

● enhance, protect and manage territorial common space 

(cultural, environmental, historical…; public or private) 

(e.g., the management of an archaeological park or a natural park);

● promote forms of local sustainable development and/or tackle forms 

of depopulation/marginalisation that affect certain areas 

(e.g., an organization promoting new jobs opportunities).



2. Participation

● The community enterprise recognises itself in the community. 

It tries to operate by involving the community in its processes at all stages: 

start-up, governance, financing, production, benefit of results.

● Reference is made to potential participation (it is not «closed»).

● Please note: I can do the same things as a community enterprise, but if I do 

them without involving the community, I am something else.



Community enterprise:

● Social enterprise

+
● Community benefit as object of entrepreneurship, to define in relation to and 

with the community

● Advanced participation forms in the development stages of community 

enterprise that follow.



Trying to systematise…

ENTERPRISE
Stable and autonomous 
organizations aimed at 
the stable production of 
goods and services with 
a particular attention to 
their own sustainability,…

SOCIAL
…with a purpose of 
general interest and 
responding to a need, 
without profit,…

COMMUNITY
…with a specificity in 
relation to a reference 
community, recipient of 
the benefit, which is 
involved in all the 
entrepreneurial phases.



What is the innovation?

● Community enterprises represent a particular form of innovation.

● Frequently, community enterprises express a PROCESS of innovation:

○ Taking care of new needs or desires

○ Basing action on the participation of the subjects

○ Acting in an entrepreneurial way on a participatory basis



HIGH
COMMUNITY INNOVATION

• NEW SOCIAL NEED – NEW RESPONSES

• NETWORK WITH SOCIAL SUBJECT

• COMMUNITY STRONGLY INVOLVED

• LOW MARKET ORIENTED

• SOCIAL CULTURE AND SKILLS

PARADIGM INNOVATION

• RESPONSES TO SOCIAL/ECONOMIC NEEDS

• NETWORK ARE BOTH SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

• COMMUNITY STRONGLY INVOLVED

• MARKET ORIENTED, MIX OF RESOURCES

• SOCIAL+ENTREPRENEURIAL CULTURE/SKILLSCommunity 

Participation
EXPLORATIVE INNOVATION

• OLD NEED – NEW RESPONSES

• HOMOGENEOUS NETWORKS

• COMMUNITY LOWLY INVOLVED

• RELIANCE ON GRANTS

• WELFARE/SOCIAL CULTURE AND SKILLS

MARKET INNOVATION

• CONSOLIDATED SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC NEEDS

• PROFIT/NON-PROFIT NETWORKS

• COMMUNITY LOWLY INVOLVED

• ONLY MARKET ORIENTED

• ENTREPRENEURIAL/TECHNICAL SKILLS /CULTURE
LOW

LOW Market Orientation HIGH

Com.

Enter.

Community Enterprises –

carriers of the most advanced social innovation



To develop community enterprise

Factors

• Anchored to the economic / 
social needs of the community

• Involvement 

• Connection between different 
organisations

• Entrepreneurial approach

• Economic and financial 
sustainability

• Desire for innovation

Strategies

• Strengthen links with the 
community of reference.

• Maintain inclusive governance, 
advocacy, transparency, 
reporting.

• Develop and strengthen ‘mixed’ 
networks.

• Develop managerial and 
entrepreneurial skills.

• Promote project support and 
market orientation, among others.

• Reflect continuously and tend 
towards an ability to replicate.



Explanation of Factors (what is necessary)

● Meaning: 

answer to the needs and the desires of a referenced community.

● Involvement of the inhabitants, or at least of the most proactive part of them.

● Entrepreneurial style:

sustainability while reorienting the established ‘logic’ of the market.

● General interest is always connected to the economics.

● Desire for change, together with the community.

● Social action + Economic action.



Explanation of Strategies (how to do)

● Create relations with different interlocutors on the territory.

● Adopt management and participatory decision-making modalities.

● Promote the acquisition of social and entrepreneurial skills.

● Develop models effective on the market without adopting for-profit logic.

● Reflect on processes, have self-awareness and make them replicable.



The Specific Framework in Italy



Social Economy Context (1)

● 379,176 organisations operating in Social Economy
● 49 billion Euros of added value produced
● 1.52 million employees + 5.2 million volunteers

8%

92%

Number of organisations

Social Economy Organisations

Other Organisations

7%

93%

Added value produced

Social Economy Organisations

Other Organisations

9%

91%

Number of employees

Social Economy Organisations

Other Organisations



Social Economy context  (2)

Education; 
4.10%

Health and 
social 
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35%

Other 
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WITH 
entrepreneural 
activity; 41.30%

WITHOUT 
entrepreneurial 
activity; 58.70%



Social Economy Context (3)

● The evolution of the social economy recorded a dynamic positivity from 2015 

to 2017

○ number of organizations (+ 4.2%) went from 379,176 in 2015 to 394,968 

in 2017

○ number of employees (+3.5%) went from 1.49 to 1.55 million 



Italian Community Enterprises (1)

● There is no single definition, so they are difficult to count.

● Considering the enterprises that:
○ carry out stable and continuous production of goods or services;

○ are managed in a "cooperative“ and inclusive way;

○ produce a community benefit.

● In 2019 there were 109 community enterprises 

throughout Italy rapidly expanding.



Italian Community Enterprises (2)
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The legal framework 

● There is no single piece of national legislation.

● At the regional level, there are some specific laws or specific articles in framework 
laws. These are focused on cooperatives as a form of enterprise (7 Regions).

● National draft law that would include community enterprises (i.e. not only on 
cooperatives as a form) within the Third Sector (definition: sectors of general 
interest, comprising the participation of the inhabitants).

● To date, the most used legal form is the cooperative one. However, there are other 
varieties of form: associations, social enterprises, participation foundations in 
particular.



Case Study 1

Compagnia Popolare 

del Teatro Povero di Monticchiello



Monticchiello

● A village in the municipality of Pienza, in Val d’Orcia (Siena province).

● Around 200 inhabitants.

● Its past is tied to sharecropping. In the 1960s, it experienced a crisis.

● It remains tied to the agricultural tradition.



The story: a stone began to roll…

● 1967: spontaneously, as a response to the 

sharecropping crisis that had sweept the village, the 

inhabitants staged their peasant origins in a collective 

theatrical show, as a moment of collective expression.

● An ‘autodrama’ comes to be staged year on year as an 

assembly of the townspeople.

● 1980: the Community Cooperative COMPAGNIA 

POPOLARE DEL TEATRO POVERO DI 

MONTICCHIELLO was officially established.



The theatre - unexpectedly - triggers the new

● The Theatre promotes tourism. Many people 

come to see the performances, and the 

economy of the village is revitalised.

● Conditions of sustainability are created: the 

“Granaio” is transformed into a multifunctional 

emporium managed by the cooperative. 



…and the stone continues to roll…

● The cooperative offers packages of tourist activities and 
has developed a widespread, coordinated hospitality. 

● The Cooperative manages two taverns, with typical 
local cuisine.

● It has opened a Museum.

● It has also opened a bike repair shop, with the 
possibility to rent an E-Bike to expand the tourist 
activity.



What it put into play?

● All of the 200 inhabitants are members of the cooperative, who 

participate voluntarily in the shows.

● From the cooperative has between 10 and 30 employees each year.

● The core activities are supported thanks to the ‘satellite’ activities, other 

activities managed by the cooperative, and some competition.

● The Board of Directors consists of 15 people. This is a particularly 

important element of the cooperative’s success.



«[…] when there is the election of the Board, there is more excitement than for 

municipal elections! Here the theatre is everything! [...] For Monticchiello the local 

administration is the theatre!» (the cooperative’s Director)



Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcYW4kMqmGA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcYW4kMqmGA


Case Study 2

Cooperativa Sociale 

La Paranza di Napoli



Rione Sanità in Naples

● Bad reputation for violence and crime

● Few tourists

● High levels of unemployment

● A lack of opportunities for young people

● However, there is a rich historical-architectural heritage



The launch

● Initiation: five young people coming together in 2006.

● Aim: to add value to the historical-artistic heritage and human 

resources at the same time.

● Purpose: to create job opportunities.

● Resources: A local resource (COMMONS) is seen as the main 

driving force in its development.

● Activity: the Cooperative redeveloped its local common cultural 

(artistic-archaeological) heritage, so making it accessible to 

tourists.



Strong relationship with the local socio-economic fabric

● Addressing the need to create a welcoming 
neighbourhood

● Creating a network of reception

● Generating ‘satellite’ activities

● Activating private actors who can promote the Rione 
Sanità externally, to the extent of establishing a 
Community Foundation.

● Overcoming the lack of involvement of the Local 
Administration



Developments

● Initiating cultural heritage recovery projects

● Realising enhanced accommodation facilities

● Opening paths of work placement for vulnerable people

● Building a network between civil society organizations

● Implementing training and aggregation activities for the inhabitants



Outcomes

● 2006
○ 5 employees

○ 1,000 mq requalified

○ 5,160 visitors/year

● 2018
○ 34 employees

○ 12,100 mq requalified

○ 129,830 visitors/year

● Job opportunities

● New local economy

● Enhanced blocal commons

● Strengthened community identity



Thank you for your attention!


